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the dod already uses a wide variety of software licensed under the gpl. a 2003 mitre study, use of free
and open source software (foss) in the u.s. department of defense, identified many oss programs that the
dod is already using that are licensed under the gpl. these included the linux kernel, the gcc compilation
suite (including the gnat ada compiler), the openoffice.org office suite, the emacs text editor, the nmap

network scanner, openssh and openssh for encryption, and samba for unix/linux/windows
interoperability. this should not be surprising; the dod uses oss extensively, and the gpl is the most

popular oss license. total cost-of-ownership is always important to consider when selecting a license. the
conclusion is often that the cost of the license has little effect on how the software is used. there are

often commercial alternatives that will do everything the license-restricted software can do at a lower
price (and may use the proprietary software for things it cannot do), and often the same software is

available under multiple licenses. when licenses are restricted, the software is usually bundled with the
license (as is often the case with proprietary software licenses), which means there is a non-zero

transaction cost for the user to obtain it. however, this cost is usually either small, or is made up for by
lower user costs (licensing is often relatively straightforward). in the case of gpl software, the gnu

general public license stipulates that the software must be completely free; this means that when a piece
of software is obtained under gpl, it is obtained free of charge.
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references to licences or regulation not available from author: the author is working on accessibility
issues for the programme, or has no way to check that the claims made by the developers are

correct. non-commercial use only. icinga is open source software licensed under the gpl. the icinga
software provides the framework for you to build your own monitoring solution. there is also a paid
product available for those who want to simplify their efforts to build monitoring solutions. we are

open to suggestions and contributions. please do get in touch to discuss how you are going to
build/improve your icinga powered site. open source software (oss) is important to us and we are
keen to create the best solution for you. becker traffic pro is a global traffic regulation, support
system and navigation solutions provider to worldwide shipping companies and individual fleet

owners and operators. becker traffic pro is a global traffic regulation, support system and navigation
solutions provider to worldwide shipping companies and individual fleet owners and operators. the
creative common licenses established by creative commons allow for derivative works to be freely

licensed provided that the copyright holder makes the derivative work and allows others to distribute
and modify the work under the same license. with the logical flow charts you can understand your

data better, enhance analytical skills and visualise your findings. flexibility to match your needs and
timings is central to its success. 95.0., integrate it into your internal processes. 5ec8ef588b
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